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METRIX INSTRUMENT COMPANY

POSITION AND ROTATION

Vibration transmitters, switches, accelerometers,
velocity pickups, proximity probes and shakers.
Transmitters and controllers.

14056 Fort Street Southgate, MI 48195

CELESCO TRANSDUCER PRODUCTS

FLOW
KROHNE
Electromagnetic for liquid flow.
Mass Coriolis for liquid, gas or slurry flow.
Ultrasonic for custody transfer: gas, liquid
or slurry. Vortex and variable area.

FLUID COMPONENTS INT'L (FCI)
Thermal mass flowmeters.
Insertion and in-line flowmeters.
Multi-point thermal mass flowmeters.
Liquid and gas flow/level/temperature switches.
Vorab & VIP flow conditioners.

BADGER METER/DATA INDUSTRIAL
Impeller, ultrasonic transit time & doppler flow.

Cable extension linear position transducers,
including rotary and encoder based position
transducers. Linear pots and OEM transducers.

PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE/LEVEL
KROHNE
Radar, TDR guided radar, ultrasonic magnetic level,
thermocouple, RTD, thermowell.

CECOMP
Digital pressure gauges, I.S. design packages,
sanitary, alarms and communication output, battery
powered or hard line powered on-board memory
storage and loop powered.

LUMASENSE

PROCESS OBSERVATION
LJ STAR, INC.
MetaGlas sight windows and clamps.
Process lighting, sanitary fittings.
Visual flow indicators and sight glass.

PROCESS CONTROLS & AUTOMATION
T.E./MEASUREMENT SPECIALTIES
Accelerometers AC or DC, LVDT, force,
torque, miniature pressure transducers, level.

INTERFACE, CONDITIONING, ANALYSIS
MTL INSTRUMENTS

Portable and fixed infrared thermometer systems.
Mikron Impac pyrometers. Thermal imaging solutions.

Intrinsically safe isolators, zener diode barriers,
surge protection, Hart and FF multiplexers, HMI s,
industrial network solutions. Hi-tech gas analyzers.

L & J TECHNOLOGIES

ABSOLUTE PROCESS INSTRUMENTS, INC.

Industrial, sanitary, hazardous area.
Threaded and OEM styles.

L & J Engineering - level gauging solutions.
Radar gauging products and servo gauging.
Shand & Jurs - tank fittings and valves.

Signal conditioning modules to convert, rescale,
isolate, split, transmit and alarm.

CUSTOMER SERVICES

T.E./MEASUREMENT SPECIALTIES

Onsite and factory calibration, field service,
site survey, onsite training and lunch & learn.

KPSI submersible level and pressure tranducers.

FIxed gas monitors and sample draw systems.
Combustible LEL, oxygen and toxic gases.

WIKA - GAYESCO PROCESS SOLUTIONS

KROHNE

Industrial RTD and thermocouples, transmitters.
Thermowell and tubeskin assemblies.
Magnetic level indicators and flame rods.

Process water and chemical liquid analysis.
Protein, fat, Iactose, total solids analysis.
Viscoline in-line viscosity analyzer.

PRESSURE & TEMPERATURE SWITCHES
ITT NEO-DYN
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